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When writing headers, we normally only write the non-transient headers.
Qtum Electrum synchronously updates electrum-related code.
The Healthy Security Lab is concerned that Nearly 250 bitcoins have been stolen in a recent hacking attack on an
Electrum wallet. This attack, confirmed by Electrum, involves creating a fake version of the wallet to trick users

into providing password information. Electrum responded on Twitter that it was an
ongoing phishing attack on Electrum users and advised them to download wallets
from the official website.
req-request. Request (url, headers-headers)
$dir - "$homedir/.electrum/wallets"
MsgBlock and Headers messages.
referrerURL = request. Headers["Referer"]
Click to get the
Electrum Personal Server source code and the Electrum Wallet source code.
curl_setopt ($ch, CURLOPT_HTTPHEADER, $headers)
requests.get (url, verify-False, headers-headers)
The Electrum team has also been developing other features. Electrum Wallet users can view
the full release notes here.
ICO Rating researchers used HT Bridge's WebSec tool to check the s

ecurity level of the cryptocurrency exchange Web protocol and monitored the
HTTPS headers, X-SXX protection headers, content security policy headers,
x-frame-options headers, and x-content-type headers in the URL.
Responses - requests.requests ("POST", url, data- payload.encode ('utf-8'),
headers-headers, params-querystring)
def__init__ (self, name, headers)

Roadmap
Our journey since 2015 and into the future

Development
launched (iOS)

Concept created

2016 Q4

2015 Q3 - 2016 Q1

Legal setup in the
United Kingdom

2016

Prototype created

2016 Q4

2016 Q3

Legal setup in
Lithuania, EU
2017 Q2

Development
launched (Android)

MVP presented at
Web Summit, Lisbon
MVP testing, UX/UI
design

2017 Q4

Selfiemus rebranded
as SWACE

2017
2017 Q2

2017 Q3

Pre-sale
Rebuilding codebase, 2018 Q3
API, UI/UX, iOS, and
Android

2017 Q4

Swace Foundation
legally set up in
Lithuania, EU

2018

2018 Q4 - 2019 Q3

2018 Q1

Introducing the new
Swace token

Swace APP testnet

Swace Marketplace
launching

2019 Q2

2019 Q3

2019 Q4

IEO and exchange
listings

2019
2019 Q3

Swace APP pilot
launching
2019 Q4

Expanding to other
markets
2019 Q4
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Partnership strategy
We are looking for partnerships that enable us to increase the scale of the
project. First deals for challenges have already been reached and signed with
world leaders in retail, telecommunications, beverages, technologies et al. The
deal is: premium game entrance, where the brand undertakes to promote the
game via its existing communication channels, so that its followers are attracted
to the app.
Attract users by offering only high-quality content and fun games with attractive
rewards – according to the research we have done (starting with most desireable
brand games and rewards in each market).
Choose partners for every step of the way out of market leaders in the respective
fields, in order to make every action as efficient and effective as possible.
The network effect is key for Swace, as the greater the number of users, the more
the value of the product will increase. We will have to work hard on both supply
and demand side to onboard more users and make our product more valuable.
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Why join as a user?
You receive rewards in the shape of cryptocurrency and other prizes for
the things you do and the content you create. And you get the first reward
simply for registering!
You no longer have to put up with the exploitation and censorship of
Facebook and other mainstream social networks. You are not a number and
you do not need to be bombarded with ads.
You can engage with brands you like, be rewarded for the interactions, and
even become an influencer by sharing with your friends and introducing
them to the brand.
You can have new and exciting things to do, exciting new technologies to
try, and fun ways to change up your routine.

Why contribute?
There will be many ways to use the coin within the ecosystem: to reward
others for good photos, to join games, to exchange for partner goods, to
give to friends etc.
The product is ready and will be launched in its first market as soon as July
2019. Contracts have been signed with 17 international companies which all
believe in Swace.

Why initiate a game?
This is an opportunity to truly engage with customers through innovative games
that cut through the background noise of overwhelming advertising.
A possibility to form user habits and positive associations with your brand.
An excellent way to naturally communicate your brand through influencers and
recommendations as users generate content for the branded games and share it
with their friends.
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Token distribution
General information
65% – Brands, partnerships, ICO
pre-sale
Reserved to the brands to pay the
game launching fee and to form
rewarding pool.

Token name: SWACE

9% – Community (Swacers)
This quantity will be distributed
gradually among users as rewards
for registering, for inviting friends,
for being active within the app’s
community, and of course for
joining Swace games.

IEO Soft Cap : $500,000

Token amount: 2 700 000 000
Price: $0.02

IEO Hard Cap: $2,457,800
Stages: Pre-sale, IEO in several rounds

5%

12% – Team
Vested 24 / cliff 6 months.
9% – Swace Foundation
Vested 48 / cliff 6 months.
5% – Public sale trough IEO
The taken sale will include several
IEO rounds trough selected
launchpads.

9%

9%

12%

65%

Fundraising goals:
IEO Soft Cap : $500,000
IEO Hard Cap: $2,457,800
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core values
Swace is dedicated to a number of core values which drive
everything from development choices to business decisions.
Enriching the life of users
Swace believes that people have amazing potential which they often fail to
realize. We are determined to help this potential blossom by challenging our
users to do things they may not have done otherwise, surprising themselves
with capabilities they did not know they had. It is vital for us that the games
offered on the app encourage users to socialize more, build better connections,
become more active and more adventurous. This way, the users are rewarded
for living a better life, and form good habits for the future.

Transparency and honesty
Swace wants to provide real worth behind everything it does and makes. We
stand behind our words and we show our work. The financial aspects of our
business are based on transparency and fair play, and we aim for our partners
and consumers to know exactly what they are getting into and what can be
gained from it.

Individuality
Swace wants to provide real worth behind everything it does and makes. We
stand behind our words and we show our work. The financial aspects of our
business are based on transparency and fair play, and we aim for our partners
and consumers to know exactly what they are getting into and what can be
gained from it.

Friendship
Swace values its partners greatly. We believe that we partner with the best of
the best, and once we have extended the hand of friendship we stand behind it
fully, making good on our promises and giving credit where credit is due. We feel
that we must not lose sight of what really matters in the world, and true
friendship and mutual respect are some of those things.

Sharing
Swace places much importance on giving back. We are well aware of the
enormous privilege inherent in doing what we love and making a business out of
it, and want to share our good fortune with others. To this end, since day one of
operations Swace cooperates with charitable organizations, and we now have
our own charity.
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